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Emerging themes
The continued need for
codification and
elaboration

Ideological desire for
freedom from semicolonial hegemonies

The inseparability of
schools and higher
education,

The experience of
pioneers in a higher
educational setting and
student-led change,

Support for dialectal
diversity,

Desire for inclusion and
support of
underprivileged groups.

• “Because there’s no standard orthography, it’s used as a reason not to use it”
(Lovie, interview)
• “Education Scotland will make siccar that a team within the organisation haes
specific responsibility for promotin a coherent approach tae the plannin, lairnin,
teachin an assessment o Scots within the context o relatit national policy an the
Curriculum for Excellence implementation plan”. (Allan, et al. 2010)

• “I don’t think that there would ever be a situation where we would be talking about
Scots medium education, in the way we are talking about Gaelic medium education.
I think that would just be daft!” (Hall, interview)

Being a pioneer language user at university
• “[…] [Y]ou know that you don’t speak Scots at university. You don’t speak it in the court. And
you don’t speak it in a job application, but it’s quite alright to speak it at hame wae yir pals”
• “I did a few of my essays during St Andrews in Scots, in my Scottish History masters. […] I
was also lucky to study under Professor Steve Murdoch, at St Andrews. [...] So he also gave
me a good bit of guidance on writing officially. But it is just kind of hard. The point is, there is
no rules, and there is nothing, really, to refer to. So you just have to go with your own
intuition, sometimes”
• “[…] [O]fficially I had to submit it [the dissertation] in English. But they let me submit it
in Scots as well. But, I think, with that sort of use of Scots it’s very conscious. It’s a very
conscious political statement” (Douglas, interview).

Desire for freedom from hegemonies
Two nations vs. two languages
“Now we have struggled long enough with the foreign
in our schools and churches; now we, like all free
humans, want to see our own [culture] therein”
Arne Garborg (1877, pp. 21-22).
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Arne Garborg, 1851-1924
Nynorsk campaigner

Democracy
• “Undemocratic is the ainly wey I can find tae describe the continued marginalisation
o the leid o sic a large percentage o citizens” (Fitt, 2016, The National)
• “The Scottish Index o Multiple Deprivation (a dreidfu metric that nebs oot areas o
poverty) could easy be a linguistic map o Scotland” (Fitt, 2016, The National)
• “Particularly in the Central Belt, where it’s the case that the further down the social
strata you go, the more people speak Scots” (Douglas, interview).

This presentation was based on a chapter in the
forthcoming book:
Language Matters in Higher Education Contexts
Policy and Practice
Britt-Marie Apelgren, Ann-Marie Eriksson and Susanne
Strömberg Jämsvi (eds.)
Brill.
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